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What is high concept fiction, and why
should it matter to you? Hugely successful
young adult author Veronica Rossi will tell us
how to envision fictional worlds that can be
explained clearly and succinctly, in order to
capitalize on commercial success.

The term “high concept” as defined by
the Oxford English Dictionary Online means
“emphasis on a striking and easily
communicable idea.” The term “simplicity,” as
explained by renowned professor and lecturer on
Japanese art, landscape and architectural design
Kawana Koichi, is “the achievement of
maximum effect with minimum means". In the
world of fiction, mastering the art of writing
“high concept” work opens a world of
opportunities – in the form of book sales, movie
contracts, and more.

Ms. Rossi was born in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. Growing up, she lived in several
countries and cities around the world, finally
settling in Northern California with her husband
and two sons.

Saturday, June 23, from 3:00 - 6:00 in Windsor.
Bring your stories and poems to share. Readings are
for up to five minutes. All members are welcome!

RSVP: registration, directions, and arrangements for
our potluck dinner, contact Sher Gamard
gmard@redshift.com.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Linda Loveland Reid

IT’S BEEN A FINE PARTY!
Someone once asked me what is the secret is to good entertaining.
The answer came easily: it’s the people who make the party. YOU
have made my three years a joy.

Okay, so they say that “big girls don’t cry,” but it will be a real test as I say goodbye
to serving Redwood Writers for three years as your president. So many wonderful
moments—and a few more than interesting—the whole experience has been enlarging.

It has been an exciting ride, watching the club grow, knowing that we, all of us
working together, have made a difference. We expanded the board, implanted three VPs,
started the Play Festival Fundraiser, held library panels, enlarged our standing at the
Sonoma County Book Festival, had umpteen contests and workshops, held two writer
conferences, sponsored an Agents Day, and all while become the largest branch in the
state with over 250 members. And through it all…we had fun. That part is particularly
important to me, because we all do what we do for the love of writing and it needs to be a
wonderful thing.

Yes, there have been lessons in humility, even mistakes, but all worthy endeavors
have the potential for danger, where things can go wrong and people fall off the edge of
the world. We have always chosen to stay positive, tame all beasts and, well, have fun. It
isn’t an easy job but an immensely rewarding one.

I have been proudest of your participation, of the many (and it’s a large number!)
who have worked on different important events…so much, there is no room to name all.
This is where the heart of the club resides, in our amazing motto, “writers helping
writers.”

Which leads me to the place where I get all teary, when it comes to saying thank
you to those who have worked alongside me, who were acquaintances who became dear
friends, people I adore, people I love spending time with, that I look forward to seeing.
And, of course, to the many members whom I came to know at meetings, readings, Salons,
at workshops, who I laughed with, learned new ideas from and garnered new inspiration.

To all of YOU who have gone that extra mile, said “yes,” when you probably
should have said no, to those who gave me your biggest smiles at meetings, your hugs and
encouragement… to all of YOU who care about your writing, care about your craft and
about each other. That is what Redwood Writers means to me. I am one lucky person to
have been invited to your fabulous party!

Thank you and God bless.   Linda Loveland Reid
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MEMBER IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Charles Markee

Persia Woolley

Charles Markee grew up in an Irish
family living in an Irish neighborhood with
primarily Irish friends, so it's little wonder that
the first of his Otherworld Tales, published in
2010, bears the title Irish the Demon Slayer.

Based on his own experience--at the age
of 12 he and his two best friends hung out
together constantly looking for adventures--
and his knowledge of Irish mythology, the
book is a blend of realistic present and fast-
paced fantasy. And in 2011 it won the BAIPA
(Bay Area Independent Publishers
Association) Award for best junior fiction,
ages 9 to 12.

A retired engineer, Markee planned to
write as soon as he retired. He and his wife,
Linda, went looking for a 'house in the forest'
where they couldn't see any of their neighbors,
and found it in northeast Santa Rosa.

In a bedroom turned library/writing
room, he spent five years working on Demon
Slayer.  He also began studying Irish myths. "I
downloaded Lady Gregory's early translations
of them just before leaving for a vacation in
Hawaii," he notes ruefully, recalling that he got
so interested in the legends they kept him
engrossed for the two weeks he was in Hawaii.

His writing day begins with an early
breakfast and exercise, be it at the club or
walking over the hills and through the forests
of his beloved countryside. Thereafter, he fires
up the computer where he works for the next
four hours.

"It takes a while to get into the flow,"
he says, "and I generally go back and read
what I wrote the day before in order to sort of
prime the pump."

Having gone through the all too
common months and years of rejection with
earlier works, he was happy to look at self-
publishing Demon Slayer, provided the result
was a truly professional book. So when he had
a finished manuscript, he went in search of a
professional editor, and found Jackie Baldwin
in Sonoma. Both a storyteller and editor with
SCBWI, (Society of Children’s Book Writers
and Illustrators), he credits her with shaping
the book into a fine product he can be proud
of.

The middle grade reader is ideal in his
eyes. "Young Adult--YA--novels get into
much heavier subjects nowadays; drugs,
suicide, sex. But the pre-puberty readers are
still open to legends of heroism and bravery,
at the same time they are beginning to
question the nature of life and living. I find it a
wonderfully appealing age to write for, and
I've really enjoyed becoming my own
publisher."

Markee is currently working on another
Otherworld Tales adventure with the same
three boys, and says he looks forward to
working with Jackie Baldwin a second time.

The fact that Irish the Demon Slayer
consistently rates 4 and 5 stars in its various
Amazon formats (Create Space/POD and
Kindle ebook) speaks volumes for Markee's
talents.  And his generosity in sharing his
knowledge of both craft and business makes
him a highly valued member of Redwood
Writers.
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How does a story begin? And where?
Logically, one would say, at the beginning.
However, in fiction, that is not usually good advice.

“Once upon a time there was a princess.”
(from many fairy tales)

“It is a universally acknowledged truth that a
man in possession of a large fortune is in want of a
wife.” (Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen.)

“Call me Ishmael!”  (Moby Dick by Herman
Melville)

Above are the opening lines to three old
classics. Unfortunately for some of us, the old style
of writing has changed, and today’s readers are more
impatient, less willing to pace through pages of
description and back story before getting to the
action. We now ask that our stories drop us right into
the fray. The best place for a story to start is in
media res—in the middle.

Although readers are not fond of long,
leisurely introductions, they also do not want to be
lost for very long. We need a sense of who the
characters are, what the problem is, and where the
action occurs. This creates a bit of a paradox: Tell
the readers enough to hook them but not so much as
to bore them.  And that is no simple task. Hard as
those opening lines are to write, it’s important to get
just the right mixture of intrigue/mystery and
revelation, without starting at “the beginning.”

Probably every writer has struggled with the
best starting point for each new story. Just because I
figured it out once doesn’t mean I can do it with ease
the next time. Because I don’t always understand
where the best beginning is, my first drafts are often
sketchy outlines of action “from the beginning.”
Then I read carefully for where the beginning ought
to be.

I have heard that most of us could easily
discard the first three pages of a new story or the
first chapter of a novel and the result would be an

improvement. But it isn’t so easy just to chop
off a chunk of the story.

Fictional accounts probably would be
better if they didn’t begin on the day of the
character’s birth, or at the ringing of an alarm
clock, or with an involved back story—the
incidents and events in a character’s life that
have made him the way he is when we first
meet him. If we meet a fragile, broken
character in the beginning, we will be
interested in finding out why he is this way.

Example: You want to write a story
about a jewelry heist. Here are a few possible
openings:

 Tom touched the gun in his
waistband before pushing open
the door to Tiffany’s.

 From across the street, Tom
eyed the last customer in the
jewelry shop, waiting for the
old man to leave.

 Glancing around casually, Tom
stepped up to the jewelry
counter.

Most likely you could come up with
more interesting and compelling openings.
Therefore this month, I offer a challenge: write
an opening paragraph for this basic story: A
woman plots to kill her neighbor.

Happy writing.

In the Beginning…
Part of an occasional

discussion on writing fiction

Karen Batchelor

Karen Batchelor has published poetry, short
stories, essays and professional articles. She is
co-author of eight textbooks, and her novel
Murder at Ocean View College was published by
Houghton-Mifflin in 2006. Her work has
appeared in Sanskrit, The Contemporary West,
Diverse Voices Quarterly, Career Education,
Wide Open, CWC Literary Review, and other
literary journals. She won an Honorable Mention
in a Writers Digest Contest, and was a finalist in
a Glimmer Train contest in 2008. She also won
two online contests with Word for Dollars.
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Blue (In the 5th year of the war)
Zara Raab

Blue won’t walk with mauve, or abide
damson, damask, pansy, orchid.
Masked, Blue presses to the outside
from the center, presses outward.
If only we add gold—we wives
Awaiting our husbands: How tranquil
we’ll be in green, weaving jonquil
and dahlia, into our lives

Poetry Place
Poetry Place is now a regular feature in the
newsletter. Each month two or more poems
will be printed in the newsletter.  Poems will
be chosen based on the space available. Send
one poem per person. Use a 12 point Times
New Roman font. Shorter poems work best.
Send poems in a Word Doc attachment to:
Juanita J. Martin, Acquisitions Editor at:
freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com
** Note: Poems need to be sent by the 10th of
the month to be included in the following
month’s edition. —Juanita J. Martin

POETRY PLACE
Saving up the Daylight

Catharine Bramkamp

I was presented with a longer afternoon
But I made no effort to unwrap it

I glanced up from my book
7:30 according to the clock
and didn't
really marvel or run in the grass

oh I took the dog out
and glanced up at the wisteria
now hanging in perfect clusters
like fictional grapes
in an illustrated Aesop

but the wonder didn't last
since I had to pick up after the dog

I returned to my chair
flipped on the lamp
and thumbed through my copy of
the Daily Book of Art
searching for inspiration.

Ode to Silence
Frank L. Kahl

Wow, nothing happened, and
I didn’t hear any voices;
No TV blare, no car horns.

But I wasn’t lonely.
Instead I was very alive.

The sounds of silence
completely surrounded me;
a different kind from death.

The kind of silence that enables
me to grow and develop.
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Sandy Baker's new kid gardening book with a plot, Zack's Zany Zucchiniland, came out in
May. It follows her popular Mrs. Feeny and the Grubby Garden Gang. Totally bored Zack
grows a garden of zucchini, pumpkins, and gourds. Can you guess what happens? For kids
5-10. Both books available at www.sandybakerwriter.com and amazon.com. and from
Sandy, of course!

Mary Ames Mitchell officially launched the publishing arm of her graphic design firm,
Peach Plum Press, with the purchase of its first block of ISBN numbers and the
republication of a Civil War diary, A New England Woman's 1865 Diary in Dixie.
Motto, "Authors need branding, too." Check out www.PeachPlumPress.com and
contact us if you need graphic design help with your book design and promotion
materials (flyers, bookmarks, business cards, web site).

Susanna Solomon’s story The Lucky One has been published in the May 3, 2012 edition of
the Point Reyes Light. Susanna gets her inspiration from the Sheriffs Calls entries in the
Point Reyes Light. Her characters, especially Mildred and Fred, get in situations that test
Fred’s patience, though Mildred is full of good ideas and says whatever she wants. The
paper has published eleven of Susanna’s stories. Please visit her website at
www.susannasolomon.com.

Persia Woolley is delighted to note that Erika Mailman quoted her as follows in the May
issue of The Writer magazine about handling multiple sub-plots--and goodness knows
the King Arthur stories have tons of sub-plots!

"I organize my novels by carding, and mark each card with a color indicating which plot
line that scene relates to. Makes it easy to see when I'm laying out the whole book what

threads are too dominant, too weak, or just need rearranging in sequence so they don't clump together. I
used it on all three of my Guinevere novels, which had lots of threads. It's fun and a nice visual change
from letters on a screen."

Jeane Slone, past vice president of Redwood Writers,  just won second
finalist in the historical fiction category of the 2012 Next Generation Indie
Book Awards. The award was for my second edition of She Flew Bombers.
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Hello All,

As most of you know, Linda Reid will step down as Redwood Writers’ president in June. Linda
has given three years of leadership to our club and we want to celebrate her and her accomplishments
with a party. So, we invite you to stay an extra hour after the general membership meeting at the
Flamingo Hotel on June 10th. Bring your love, thoughts and memories to share with Linda.

We’ve arranged with the Flamingo Hotel to set an extra table as a wine bar and they will uncork
and pour the wines you contribute. So dig around in your wine cellar and bring that extra special bottle
that you’ve been saving for a special occasion like this one. Food will be provided as usual by our very
own Heidi Sue Roth.

There’ll be extra surprises for Linda (shhh, don’t tell her ) but the main event will be from you.
Our plans are to provide a gift basket for you to fill with whatever moves you. It can be big or small,
fancy or plain, square or round, or even octagonal. Think of memory books, photos, poems, flash fiction,
art or a collaboration with others that love Linda as much as you.

Frances Caballo will MC a fun open mic session for you to share your anecdotes, jokes, and
memorable times you’ve enjoyed with Linda.   So come one and come all to Celebrate Linda!

Now, remember, June 10th is party time.  I wanted to be sure you had time to prepare that special
memento.

And keep on writing!
Elaine Webster
Redwood Writers Vice-President

Celebrate Linda Loveland Reid
at the June 10

General Membership Meeting

Mystery/Thriller Contest
This contest is open to writers living in counties of Sonoma, Marin, Napa,
Mendocino, Lake and Solano. The deadline is midnight September 15, 2012.
Maximum 2000 words. Unpublished work only. Email submissions to
dtfwriter@gmail.com. Contest fee is $12 nonmembers and $8 CWC members
via Paypal. The address for snail mail checks will be provided at a later date.
Prizes will be awarded at the November 11, 2012 Membership meeting.
Judges are Rhys Bowen, Shelley Singer and Kelli Stanley.  Deborah Taylor-
French is the Contest Chair.
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Jumpstart is a writing workshop where creative sparks are
used for jumping-off points to encourage and inspire writing. This writing workshop is for your
enjoyment and can lead to writing short stories, novels, memoir, personal essay and poems. There
will be no critiquing nor judging of your writing. Participants often experience deep writing, which
can lead to important self-discoveries. Beginners as well as experienced writers welcome. Bring a
notebook and a fast-moving pen.

Three ways to participate:  online, Tuesday mornings at Petaluma Community Center, or Tuesday
evenings at Copperfield's in Petaluma. Complete information: www.thewritespot.us

2012-2013 ELECTIONS
Over the past several weeks, the nominating chairman has contacted members in an effort to

put together a slate of candidates for the positions of president, three vice presidents, secretary and
treasurer for the June election.

Our new system creates an executive team, which ensures a president and three vice presidents
for coming years. Given the gracious willingness of one of our current vice presidents to take over as
president for a one-year term, a vice president to continue in her role for another one-year term, and a
secretary and treasurer continuing in one-year terms, the nominating committee makes the following
recommendations for 2011-2012:

President: Elaine Webster (one-year term)

Vice President: Frances Caballo
Robbi Sommers Bryant (two-year term)
Sandy Baker (three-year term)

Secretary: Thonie Hevron (one-year term)

Treasurer: Julie Winrich (one-year term)

WEB DESIGN WORKSHOP
WORDPRESS: A TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR BEGINNERS

Web developer and published author Blake Webster will present the nuts and
bolts of WordPress in a four-hour workshop that will offer the practical,
hands-on experience needed to build and maintain a personal or
professional/business website with what is currently the most popular content
management system in use on the internet. The workshop will be held on
Saturday, June 16, from 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. at the Petaluma Senior Center,
211 Novak Drive, Petaluma, (707) 778-4380. The cost is $25 for members
and $35 for nonmembers. Sponsored by Redwood Writers. For more
information, go to www.redwoodwriters.org.  Open to the public.
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Elaine Maikovska, Harry Reid, Jean Wong, Amanda McTigue,
Nancy Lockard Gallop, Malena Eljumaily, Elizabeth VanPatten &
Teresa LeYung-Ryan.

to winners of the playwright
contest.  Winning plays to be
produced at the 6th Street
Playhouse!  See schedule below.

Tickets ($16) on sale now!! 707-523-4185

Performances: Friday, June 29, 2012, 8:00 p.m., Saturday, June 30, 2012, 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.,
Sunday, July 1, 2012, 2:00 p.m.   From 4:30 - 5:00 p.m. following the performance, there will be a
free panel discussion with winning playwrights.

Special Workshop: July 1, 2012 10-12:30 with famous playwright, Lauren Gunderson.

Redwood Writers Play Contest – Winning Playwrights!
Malena Eljumaily Special Delivery
Nancy Lockard Gallop There There, Now
Gene Griffith Gravediggers
Teresa  LeYung-Ryan Answer Me Now
Amanda McTigue Turn The Other
Elaine Maikovska The Play Is the Thang
Harry Reid GPS
Elizabeth VanPatten Dream Girl
Jean Wong BFF

REDWOOD WRITERS OPEN MIC
SoCo Coffee

Saturday, June 23rd
4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Featured readers:  Jennie Orvino
(other readers to be announced)

Join us for camaraderie and coffee or tea. Light salads, sandwichs and snacks are available. Please
support the SoCo Coffee venue with a purchase. Open mic sign-ups start at 3:30 p.m. First come, first
serve. Limited to five minute reading time/person  For more information, contactt Robin Moore at
rockridge6532@comcast.net  or Abby Bogomolny at ever3009@gmail.com.
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AUTHOR SUPPORT GROUP

Join us to chat about your writing life; to listen to others; to share resources and ideas. We meet in the
Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel every month at 1:00 pm before the general meeting. The goal of these
free meetings is to further our craft. Topics include:

 Process-more time, organization, methods, rejection
 Publishing-traditional, e-publishing, self-publishing
 Research-web, magazines, books, personal contacts
 Genre-memoir, non-fiction, mystery, romance, science fiction and whatever you can suggest
 Critique groups-this is the place to come if you are interested in forming or participating in

new or existing groups.

Project Chair: Thonie Hevron was born in San Francisco and raised in Marin County.
After college, she worked for several California law enforcement agencies. She retired
after 35 years and uses her experience to write thrillers based on the rich and textured
life of the people behind the badge. Read more at http://thoniehevron.wordpress.com.

Facilitator Chair: Amber Lea Starfire is Editor and Publisher. She writes fiction,
non-fiction, poetry, and is a freelance editor. She has an M.A. from Stanford
University in Design & Development of Educational Programs as well as a B.S. from
University of San Francisco in Organizational Behavior. Her mission is to empower
others to make meaning of their lives, achieve their creative and expressive
potentials, and tell their stories, by helping them access their inner wisdom and
creative power through the act of writing. Contact Amber at

http://www.writingthroughlife.com/contact

Amazing to think that many of our members have
yet to experience our salons every other month.
They are the best-kept secret in Sonoma County--
scrumptious food, wine, readings that are funny,
gripping, thought provoking, and the most
delightful company of writers! -Jean Wong

To see a two-minute video of Redwood Writers’
April salon, go to You Tube and type in
“Redwood Writers Salon”.
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Create your own science fiction world in 2,000 words or less by 11:59 p.m. on July 15,
2012.  No fantasy will be accepted.  Space Opera is allowed. $100, $50, $25 awarded to the
top three winners.   Submit to sfcontest@redwoodwriters.org. Open to residents of
Sonoma, Napa, Mendocino, Marin, Lake and Solano counties. For additional guidelines
and additional information on judges visit http://redwoodwriters.org/contests/scifi/

Dining with Local Authors
Gaia’s Garden, 1899 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa, June 11, 6-8 p.m.
.
Wine & Dine with Local Authors
Redwood Café, 8240 Old Redwood Hwy., Cotati, June 26, 6:00-8:00 p.m.

Tune your radio dial to KDVS on June 13, 2012 from 5:00-6:00 p.m.!  Linda
Loveland-Reid and Lennie Dean will be on Andy's Poetry and Technology
Hour to promote the play festival. This show is produced by Pia T. Baur. For
information on streaming this show visit http://www.kdvs.org.

Napa Valley College in St. Helena, California.  Telephone number (707) 967-
2900

Summer Session
Six Meetings:  May 31, 2012 -July 5, 2012, 1:00-3:00 p.m. on Thursdays
All writers welcome--emerging through well-seasoned.  Many Redwood Writer
members have gotten their start in this friendly revision workshop.

Congratulations to Ana's students who took nine awards for adult Fiction, Poetry
and Creative non-fiction in this year's Jessymn West Contest.

Visit www.anamanwaring.com and http://anaelectures.wordpress.com for
information.
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JODI HOTTEL

POETRY THIRD PLACE- CELTIC TWILIGHT

Jodi Hottel’s work has been published or is forthcoming in Nimrod
International, Spillway, Naugatuck Review, Touch, English Journal,
Frogpond and anthologies from the University of Iowa Press, Tebot
Bach, and the Healdsburg Arts Council. Heart Mountain, her
chapbook of poems about the Japanese American internment is
forthcoming from Blue Light Press, San Francisco.

Congratulations to all poetry and prose contest winners! Here you will find first, second,
and third place poems and first place prose, as well as photos and biographies of the top
winners.

MICHELLE WING

POETRY FIRST PLACE- ART THERAPY
PROSE FIRST PLACE--LEAVING EVERYTHING BEHIND

Michelle Wing is a writer of poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction who is
assisted in her creative endeavors by her partner Sabrina, and her trusty dog
Ripley, always at her side. She has a master’s in Japanese studies, is the
senior staff writer at the Calistoga Tribune, and has been published in the
Gay & Lesbian Review, Sinister Wisdom and Vintage Voices.

CRYSTAL OCKENFUSS

POETRY SECOND PLACE-CHAMBERED NAUTILUS

Crystal Mazur Ockenfuss was born in Western New York and
first studied poetry with Robert Creeley while an undergrad at
the State University of New York at Buffalo. She pursued
graduate studies in German and anthropology at the University
of Virginia, followed by a long sojourn in Europe. She now
lives, reads and writes in the Bay Area. Her poems appear in the
current issues of Ekphrasis, Slipstream and The Mochila
Review.
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First Place Poetry

ART THERAPY
Michelle Wing

They send me a slip of paper
with his name above these words:
“Anger Management – Certificate of Completion.”

As if.

As if twelve weeks of one-hour sessions,
twelve weeks of talking about his feelings,
twelve weeks of tips on counting to ten
could make him into a new man,
could undo the damage.

I know too well he can con anyone:
Police. Lawyers. Landlords.
Me.

And this piece of paper is the last slap I want to
feel.

I go to my closet, and get my dancing dress,
the little black one that twirls when I move,
that reminds me of freedom and the time before.

Do you want to know what he was like?
I’ll need some tools.

Scissors to slash the hemline.
Blades to rip open sleeves.

A lighter to torch the fluttering strips.
Dirty boots to grind out the flames.

Then a razor, to nick my forearm,
so I can smear blood across his name,
and pin that worthless paper to my ruined dress.

I bandage my arm, find a hanger, and
display the dress like a piece of art.

It is my body on the wall, bruised and battered,
and nobody, nobody, can say they don’t see.

Second Place Poetry

CHAMBERED NAUTILUS
Crystal Hockenfuss

Four chambered heart
fragile nautilus barque
your sway and thump
thwarted by a cage
of ribs – eve’s unlucky
thirteen protection.
Ballast. Break it.
Carve a chink
in this body’s armor.
Float the heart
high out on a
tide of desire
and faith.
Make maps
with mouths
and lose them
in limbs laced
together – only your
flesh shall be
my fence.
The place my heart
will not
pass.

GOODREADS

7 Million Readers can't be wrong. GoodReads
allows anyone to peruse their database of books
and reviews by other readers.

Visit the Redwood Writers group page and see all
our published books in one place. Join the
Redwood Writers group on GoodReads.

If you’re not on GoodReads, go to our page at
http://www.goodreads.com/group/show/57497.Re
dwood_Writers  and then click on Register in the
upper right-hand corner.

If your are already on Goodreads, got to,
http://www.goodreads.com/group/show/57497.Re
dwood_Writers. - Lynn Millar
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Third Place Poetry

CELTIC TWILIGHT
Jodi Hottel

silver bay
canvas-white horizon

Conamara hills
in charcoal silhouette

smoke-bottomed clouds
still for sustained twilight

                       fertile Burren rock
        bathed in bronze

sun’s blaze clings to
     stone-bracelets

                rubied reflections
fuel muscular

rhymes

ash tree branches
cast in copper

snaking to steal
gazes from the sun

leaves ignite
sparking

lessons in seeing

First Place Prose

LEAVING EVERYTHING BEHIND
Michelle Wing

I left everything behind; I gave everything
away. It started that day with you. Keep it, I said.
It’s yours. When we broke up, and there was only
one television, and only one copy of a Melissa
Etheridge CD, I said, no, I don’t mind, take it. The
painting from the Farmers Market, the electric
toothbrush your mother gave us, your college
sweatshirt I’ve been using for pajamas. It’s my
fault, I said, that this is ending, I know how
unhappy you are, please, take whatever you want.
I shed it all, like a lizard leaving behind its tail, a
snake losing its skin. I pretended a human
generosity and compassion, when in actuality it
was that more reptilian emotion at work, the
willingness of the lizard to sacrifice pieces of its
own body for freedom, the struggling torpor of the
snake pushing out into the shadows.

We had tried. In the early months, bright
with newness, I slept through the nights, and we
woke with kisses and sweet words. But as time
passed, the nightmares stole back into the
bedroom, depression doggedly followed me about
through the days, and my old friend alcohol lured
me into a number of black-out drunks. You
wanted to help, but didn’t know how. You fretted,
pampered, scolded. Two intentional overdoses
and a couple of mental hospital stays later, you
were still trying to save me.  There was no way to
tell you gently: you are so new, and this is so old.
You are a one year anachronism in the prehistoric
diorama. You are a blip on the screen, you see, in
this black universe of sorrow. There is nothing
you can change. The best thing for me to do is go
away.

So I packed my bags. You cried, and you
pleaded. You said you loved me. You promised
that together we could conquer this demon, while
I put my books into boxes.  Then you got angry,
and said I was selfish and manipulative. I agreed,
and folded up my t-shirts. You plaintively said we
had season tickets to the symphony. I handed

 Continued on Page 15
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you the tickets, and stuck my journals into my
shoulder bag. Since the cat was mine, and the dog
was yours, we called it a fifty-fifty split. When
there was nothing left to bargain for, you helped
me carry the last of the boxes out to my car. I
didn’t look back as I drove away.

Depression is such a tedious word. I
prefer to think of it as melancholia. Here is the
stupor of the cold-blooded reptile, body and mind
numb, thoughts sluggish. It is an odd place to
live, both all consuming and bifurcated, because
there is a harsh parallel reality, the land of pain,
existing alongside. The heaviness is split open by
piercing moments of being alive. I walk a slim
balance beam, a gymnast poised above despair,
knowing at any moment the slightest wobble or
misstep can catapult me into the depths.

I found a room to rent in San Francisco.
On the surface I maintained a veneer of
functionality, went to work each day, stopping at
the gym each night, heading to a club on the way
home. Peel back that façade, though, and find the
truth. I could not make myself eat, and the
numbers on the bathroom scale dropped lower
each day. The gym workouts stretched longer and
longer. At the clubs, music pushed my body for
hours at a time. Periodically, like a heroin addict
getting a fix, I escaped to the bathroom to draw a
razor blade across my forearm, a reminder I could
still feel something, anything. Dragging myself
home at two a.m., the hope was that complete
exhaustion would allow me to survive the
nightmares. But even starved and physically
spent, I woke screaming, trapped under a man’s
body, or being choked. Other nights, I was
pursued by older terrors, the faces blank, the pain
explosive. The dreams spun one into another,
filling the darkness.

Now and then, you left messages. You
wanted to know if I was taking care of myself. I
never returned the calls. Long before, I had
created distance from my family, and dropped
connections with other friends. This allowed me
to begin to plan an exit. I understood that leaving
you was only a preparation for the real departure.
Other than this thin thread, I was completely free
from human attachments. This time, I wanted no
entanglements. This time, I wanted to go clean.

I opened up the phone book and found the
listing for bookstores. I owned almost two
thousand books, every volume I had come across
since I was a child. I loaded as many boxes as I
could into the car, and made my first trip. Over
the next few weeks, I sold them all over San
Francisco. My entire literary history disappeared:
old favorites like “Huckleberry Finn” and “The
Yearling;” a vast Japanese collection that
included “The Tale of Genji” and “The
Chrysanthemum and the Sword;” a fascination
with Russia, with volumes by Solzhenitsyn and
Dostoevsky; feminist works by Adrienne Rich,
Judy Grahn and bell hooks; and literature of
every type, from Virginia Woolf to Kate Chopin,
Sylvia Plath to William Shakespeare.

I flipped through the pages of yearbooks,
seeing myself as an awkward eighth grader, then
later as a senior, “Most Likely to Succeed.”
During one afternoon I sorted an old, broken
down box that summed up my entire student
career. Horsemanship ribbons. Violin and piano
music. Student of the Month. Speech team
plaques. President’s Scholarship. Rhodes Scholar
Finalist. One last look, and all of it into the trash
can.

 I was erasing everything. These
mementos were spider webs tying me to this
earth. With each trip to a bookstore or to the
dumpster, my body felt lighter. For the first time
in months, I experienced moments of pure
happiness. I was almost free.

Once the paper trail had been removed,
there was little left to deal with. Only a futon on
the floor, a broken-down dresser, a small desk, a
now-empty bookcase. Most of my belongings had
been left behind along the way, sacrificed to
girlfriends as apologies for ending relationships,
much the way I did with you. The only critical
item was finding a home for Roo, my cat, who at
this point, I confess, was the only soul I felt
guilty about abandoning. Not, however, guilty
enough to change my mind. And I knew you
would take her in.

I didn’t believe in the fanfare of final
notes. No “sorry, everyone, I love you, but I just

            Continued on page 16
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had to do this.” Instead, I wrote a list of
instructions.

 “Important: Notify the following only in
case of death. Parents, (you), my housemate, car
dealership (with phone numbers).

 “My car is parked on the corner of
Portola. It will be OK until Tuesday street
cleaning. Please contact the Nissan dealership,
and instruct them to pick up the car, since it is on
lease.

 “Please contact (you) to let her know that
my cat needs to be picked up.”

“I authorize my final paycheck and the
balance of my checking account to be paid to
(you) for the care of my cat.”

That’s it. I folded the note up neatly and
tucked it in my wallet.

You know, of course, how it all turned
out, even though you don’t know the details. It
started out perfectly. I parked the car up on
Portola, and walked down the hill to the Castro.
The rainbow flag on Market Street looked
beautiful in the moonlight. I went from bar to bar,
boy bars that I don’t usually go to, and drank. I
thought, “This is it. It’s over. And I’m here, with
friends.” Because it felt like that, surrounded by
gay men. Not everyone gets to plan their last
night.

Sometime near midnight, with plenty of
alcohol in my gut, I took a bottle of pills and
went into an alley. The plan was to remain
undiscovered until morning. But some wretched
good Samaritan found me too soon, and called an
ambulance. I woke up late the next day in
intensive care, then lapsed into unconsciousness
again. Hours passed, and when I came to, you
were there. The emergency room nurse had read
my note and called you, ignoring my instructions,
since you were to be notified only in case of
death. You were smiling, pleased you were
needed. I asked you to take Roo for a while, until
I could get things together. You looked so
hopeful. If there had been any space left in my
chest for human emotion, I would have felt
ashamed.

But I turned my cold reptilian eyes
towards you and said, “Thanks. This is really
helping me out.” Then I rolled over and faced the

the wall, wondering how in the hell I was going to
get through one more day, when everything I ever
had was already gone.

~

MEMBERSHIP DUES

Renewals are due for the July 1, 2012 to June
30, 2013 membership year.

Join before July 1, 2012, and you will be in
time for the early bird raffle. Lots of prizes will
be awarded.  For more information on prizes to
be awarded and membership, please visit our
website at www.redwoodwriters.org and click
on the Membership tab.

Next Step Prose Congratulations!

 Second place: Fran Clagett- “The
Legacy of Words”

 Third place:  Kent Sorenson-“An
Undisclosed Odyssey.”

 Honorable mentions: Charles Markee-
“Kauai Odyssey” and Amanda
McTigue-“From Lookout.”
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Redwood Writers
General Membership Meetings

General membership meetings are held the
second Sunday of each month from 2:30 to
5:00 p.m. in the Empire Room at the
Flamingo Hotel. The address is 2777 4th
Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95405.

Board Meetings are held at the Flamingo
Hotel in the Empire Room at 12:30 p.m. prior
to the membership meeting. All members
welcome.

Redwood Writers is a branch of the
California Writers Club.

July 26 through July 28, 2012
Fort Bragg, California

For more information visit www.mcwc.org

The Redwood Writer
P.O. Box 4687

Santa Rosa, CA 95402

Deadline for articles and announcements is
the 15th of each month. Please email
submissions to editor@redwoodwriters.org

Deadline for poetry is the 10th of each
month. Please email submissions to
freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com

Submission Guidelines

Breaking News is for members to share
accomplishments.  Please keep submissions
to 75 words or less and include a picture.
Though exceptions will be made from time
to time, we want to make sure there is
enough room for all members to share their
good news.

If you have an idea for an article, or would
like one of your articles included in the
newsletter, please pitch it and see what
happens! We like to keep articles around
500 words.

When submitting an announcement, please
be sure to include your picture and all
details about your class or event.  Word
count is flexible and creativity a must.

The Mendocino Coast Writers Conference
offers a place where writers find
encouragement, expertise, and inspiration.
An intimate conference is organized each
year at the end of July, and limited to 100
participants where excellent writers who are
also outstanding teachers will encourage
students to develop the craft of writing in a
supportive community, ,explore how writing
can shape the world, and to exchange ideas
with authors, editors, literary agents, and
writers of many talents, ages and
backgrounds, from octogenarians to regional
high school and college students.  The
spectacular scenery of Northern California’s
coast provides the backdrop. For more
information, visit their website
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EDITOR’S CORNER

Taking the next step is often a life
changing experience. With writing, the next step
can be anything from creating a writing schedule
to finishing that novel series.  Whatever your
goals, taking the next step is about forward
movement.

My next step was to volunteer as editor of
the Redwood Writer. I am a little nervous
following in the footsteps of Robin Moore, as she
did an excellent job with her team Juanita Martin,
Osha Belle Hayden, Farrell Winter, and Arlene
Miller. I thank them all.

I am proud to say Juanita and Osha will
continue as acquisition editor and spotlight
editor, respectively.  With open arms, I welcome
copyeditors Jeanne Miller and Mona Mechling to
the team.

When I took on the newsletter, I felt like a
wild animal stunned by bright headlights, unsure
of how to manage such a huge project. Robin
has been a godsend with her positive attitude and
willingness to share her experience and
knowledge. Writing colleagues have given me
hugs of encouragement, telling me to give the
newsletter my own touch.  As you can see, that is
exactly what I did.

Redwood Writer is our newsletter. Please
tell me what you do and do not like.  Offer
suggestions. Most important, keep writing and
don’t forget to consider all your writing news for
publication in the prestigious Redwood Writer!

Susan Littlefield
Redwood Writer Editor

Chief Editor: Susan Littlefield
Acquisitions Editor: Juanita Martin
Member in the Spotlight
Editor:

Osha Belle Hayden

Copyeditor: Jeanne Miller
Copyeditor: Mona Mechling

In one short (or
sometimes long)
creative sentence.

This month:
what was your
experience at the
2012 Next Step
Conference?

It was a day well spent! -Brenda Bellinger

The rich variety of ideas for publishing and
marketing my work left me pleasantly full yet
eager for more.- Kay Mehl Miller

I thought the conference was very worthwhile with
lots of variety; I enjoyed the workshop I gave and
the ones I attended.- Arlene Miller.

You all made my day with the award and the
supportive attendance of my workshop and the
positive evaluations you gave.- Ana Manwaring

The conference gave me an opportunity to
reconnect with members, meet new members, and
feel reinvigorated about finishing my book! -
Frances Caballo

I felt rich with information after the RW
Conference, but three gold nuggets were 1) How to
make a YouTube movie using PowerPoint 2) How
to work with Lighting Source printers and 3)
Learning the difference between literary and
popular historical fiction.-Mary Mitchell

At the close of the day, I let myself be taken into a
world before words then times when words were
etched into wood and stone, and this journey
became inscribed with List Poems, opening up a
path to poetry once more...I left with a new born
poem in my hand.-Deborah Taylor-French

A perfect mix of business and pleasure- Elaine
Webster.

Question for July:
What makes a great hero or heroine?

Remember…one sentence only!


